Crown Global’s Riccardo Gambineri to Deliver New Insights at KNect365’s
Private Placement Life Insurance & Annuities 2017 Event in London
Industry Expert Riccardo Gambineri to Speak on the Panel entitled “Does PPLI address dual compliance of
US clients living in the UK effectively? The Need to Know”
NEW YORK – February 14, 2016 - Today Crown Global Insurance Group LLC (“Crown Global” or the
“Company”), a world leading provider of specialty insurance solutions for high net worth and institutional
clients, announced that Riccardo Gambineri, Manager Director, Global Head of Development and a member
of the Company's Executive Leadership Team, will speak at KNECT365’s Private Placement Life Insurance
& Annuities 2017 (“PPLI2017”) on February 22, 2017 at the Grange Tower Bridge Hotel in London.
“I am honored to join with my industry peers to clarify the latest options and provide practical advice at
KNect365’s upcoming PPLI2017 event in London. My panel discussion will focus on important dual
compliance issues currently impacting U.S. clients in the UK. I look forward to helping PPLI2017’s attending
high-net worth investors boost their knowledge and better understand how insurance can be applied as a
powerful wealth planning tool,” said Riccardo Gambineri, Manager Director of Crown Global.
“Each year KNect365’s PPLI event brings together informed industry leaders, like my colleague Riccardo
Gambineri, to discuss the latest developments in insurance and wealth planning for affluent investors,”
commented Perry Lerner, Crown Global’s Chairman and CEO. “We are excited about Riccardo’s expert
session and we’re very pleased to serve as a Silver Sponsor for this year’s PPLI2017 event.
To learn more about PPLI2017 please click here.
About Crown Global
Crown Global provides efficient investment-enhancement strategies and products for institutional investors,
investment managers and ultra-high net worth individuals. The Company offers custom solutions that enable
managers and investors to enhance their returns from investments in alternative assets and managed
accounts. Crown Global operates globally and maintains offices in North America, Switzerland and the
Cayman Islands. Since its founding in 1998, Crown Global has established a solid track record of issuing U.S.
and non U.S. compliant life insurance and annuity policies for institutional and ultra-high net worth clients.
Learn more at http://www.crownglobalinsurance.com.
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